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ABsrRAcr

Miserite is triclinic, space group Pl, c 10.100(5),
b 16.014(7), c 7,377{6)4, a 96'25(3)" p ltt'g(3)"
t 76'34(2)'.Its crystal structrue has been refined
to lt=0.062 for 2755 observed reflections. It is
characterized by the presence of three-membered
sub-chains of silica tetrahedra, similar to those of
woUastonite, but having all tetrahedra sharing three
corners. Four such sub-chains link to produce a
closed quadruple Sirpgo chaitr composite, inlinite
in extent parallel to c, and centred on each cell
corner in [001] projection. These pipes display al-
most perfect mmtn symmetry and are cross-linked
parallel to a by K atoms, adjacent, pipes being dis-
placed vertically by exactly c/2. Edge-sharing col-
umns of Ca polyhedra bonded to each other and to
independent Si2Or groups form a slab inlinite in
extent in a and c, which falls between the pipes
and connects them in the I direction.

The ideal formula for miserite is KCaetr(SisOz)
(SieO$) (OH)F, with Z-2. In the miserite studied,
from the Kipawa Lake area, Temiscamingue Co.,
Quebec, an octahedrally-coordinated virtual site
defined by the slab acts as a selective structural
trap for yttrium, rare earths and other minel 4fs6ls
species. In addition, two empty sites within the
corner pipes are capable of zeolitically sorbing both
large cations and either HeO or F at centres of
symmetry located on the pipe axis with the restric-
tion ttrat the empty origin site is anion-specific.

Miserite is the first known representative of a
Zoltai Type 5 structure.

Souuernr

La mis6rite apparti€rt au groupe spatial triclini-
que FT avec a 10.100(5), b 16.014A, c 7.3776)4.
a 96'25(3)', p 111"9(3)', 't 76"34(2)'. Sa structure
cristalline u 61( atfinie jusqu'au r6sidu R=0.062,
sur 2755 r6flexions observdes. Quatre chaines se-
condaires triples de t6traCdres Si-O (semblables i
celles de la wollastonite, mais dont chaque t6tra-
ddre partage trois sommets) s'unissent etr une chatne
complexe SirrOgo, formant un cylindre infini allong6
suivant a Ces cylindres (ou chemin6es) sotrt centr6s
aux quaXre coins de la maille projet6e paralldlement
n [001]; ils posstsdent une pseudo-symltie mmm
presque parfaite; ils sont reli6s luu i I'autre en
direction 4 par des atomes K, les deux cylindres
voisins 6tant d6croch6s verticalement de cl2 rigou-
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reusement. Des colonnes de polyddres de coordina-
tion de Ca i ar6tes coulmunes, li6s les uns aux
autres ainsi qu'i des gf,oulrements iod6pendants
SirOr, constituent dans le plan cd utre plaque infinie
qui vient se placer entre les cylindres et les.relie
en direction D.

La formule id6alis6e de la mis6rite, povr Z-2,
s'6crit KCa5E(SLO)(SLO$) (OH)F. Dans la mis6-
rite 6tudi€e, qui provient de la r6gion du las Ki-
pawa, comt6 de T6miscamingue, Qu6bec, une lacune
i coordination octa6drale que d6finit la plaque
joue le r6le de piAge structural s6lectif pour fyt-
trium, les terres rares et autres eslBces atomiques
mineures. En outre, deux lacunes i l'int6rieur des
cylindres sont capables de capter, par sorption
z6olitique, les cations de grande taille, ainsi que
HrO ou F, aux centres de sym6trie situ6s sur I'axe
du cylindre, ce i quoi la sp6cificit6 anionique du
site vacant de I'origine impose une restriction.

La structure de la mis6rite nous fournit le pre-
mier repr6sentant du type 5 de Zoltai.

Clraduit par la R6daction)

INtnooucrtor.t

The complex silicate miserite has long been
considered a problem mineral €rmong research-
ers who have studied it. From its first erroneous
identification as natroxonotlite (Williams 1891),
it has been characterized by disparate analyses
and formulae. Since the work of Sshaller (1950),
it has been classified as a K,Ca-silicate; how-
ever, all known analyses also show numerous
minor elements in extremely variable propor-
tions. Especially notable in this respect is the
rare-earth content, which usually includes yt-
trium" cerium and lanthanum. Miserite from the
type locality at Potash Suffur Springs, Arkansas,
also contains significant amounts of niobium
(C. Milton*). Among other elements, the amount
of fluorine reported in analyses is highty va-
riable, especially since it may frequently be in-
cluded in the high-temperature ignition loss and
reported as water.

Miserite at Potash Sulftu Springs is asso-
ciated with aegirine and orthoclase, and occurs
as compact marises of long frbres intergrown
with wollastonite (Schaller 1950). Miserite has
also been reported in a variety of associations
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from several Russian localities, where it is uni-
versally accompanied by aegirine, frequently
by orthoclase, and rarely by wollastonite or
pectolite. Miserite from the Kipawa carbonatite,
Quebec, occurs in very coarsely crystallized form,
and is not apparently associated with wollas-
tonite or orthoclase @erry er al. l97I), although
it is intergrown with aegirine, agrellite and
eudialyte. Most recently, miserite has been
identified from Wausau, Wisconsin, where it oc-
curs associated with aegirine and two new min-
erals (S. Guggenheim, pers. comm.).

Formulae were originally assigned to miserite
on the basis of a wollastonite-type structure,
given the association at the type locality, the
variable compositions reported, and the lack of
unit-cell data. Schaller (1950) first described and
named miserite from Potash Sulfur Springs,
recognizing it as identical to Williams' (1891)
natroxonotlite (pink wollastonite) and discredit-
ing the earlier name as "glaringly false in sig-
nification." The formula assigned by Schaller is
KCadi"Ora(OII)s, and this has been used as a
model for many subsequent formulae. Reports
of miserite from various Russian localities in
central Asia leave little doubt that the material
is very similar to tlat found in Arkansas @yz-
hov & Moleva 1960; Kupriyanova & Vasileva
1961; Kodova 1962i Ulyanova & Ilinski 1964;
Kravcheuko & Bykova 1967; Arkhaneel'skaya
1968). The best description in English of the
Russian material is that of Ryzhov & Moleva
(1960), who compars miserite from the Alay
Range (Kirgu S.S.R.) with the Arkansas mis-
erite, giving the formula (K,Na)CaaSisO"(OH,
F)r. Ulyanova & Ilinski (L964), however, assign
a pectolite-type formula, KCaz[SioOeO]Il, to
miserite from the same area. Other research on
Russian miserite (Kupriyanova & Vasileva 1961;
Kravchenko & Bykova 1967) revealed that
Schaller's (1950) formula was not compatible
with more accurate analyses of the Russian ma-
terial, and new formulae were proposed, based
on the radicals SieOrz (xonotlite-type) and
Sie(Ora,D, respectively. For miserite at Kipawa,
Quebec, Berry et al. (1971) simplified the for-
mula, returning to a wollastonite model. They
were able for the first time to determine a unit
cell for the mineral which, togetler with their
more accurate density determinations, led to a
proposed formula of 16[Ca,K,Na,Al,Y,etc.)SiOa]
for the cell content, implyrng a structure anal-
ogous to that of wollastonite with severe dis-
order in the Ca site.

Previous to the Kipawa discovery, no miserite
had been found in crystals suitable for a struc-
ture determination. The Arkansas type material
is intergrown with wollastonite on too fine a

scale to be separated into suitable crystal frag-
ments (M. Mrose, pers. comm.). Since cell para-
meters have not been reportedrfor any miserite
from Russian localities, evidently it too is not
crystallized well enough for structural work.
Because of the availability of relatively large
quantities of well-crystallized material from
Kipawa, structural studies of miserite were be-
gun at Queen's University in 1970, at the in-
stigation of Dr. L. G. Berry.

ANALYTICAL

A suite of miserite-containing specimens from
Kipawa was collected for the Royal Ontario
Museum in the early 1960's by D. C. Harris
and G. Pawlick. The most coariely crystallized
of these (#N'd27167) was selected by Dr. L. G.
Berry for all subsequent work. Coarse crushing
of a portion of the largest miserite crystal per-
mitted the removal of minor intergrown aegirine
and eudialyte, and yielded pure crystalline
cleavage fragments up to 3 -"] in length. In
view of the problematic analytic history of
miserite, detailed compositional analyses were
made before proceeding with structural studies.

Given the analysis of Berry et al. (L97I) as
a guide, it was possible to make a more repre-
sentative selection of microprobe standards than
had been used previously. Results of the new
analyses (Iable 1) were generally in good agree-

TABLE 1. A}IALYTICAL DI\;TA FOR KIPAI1IA MISERIIE
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ment with those reported in their paper. Ele-
ments formerly detected by wet-chemical meth-
ods but not by microprobe Mg and Al) were
confirmed. Tlvo elements analyzed repeatedly
with special care were K and Y, and the new
values obtained approximate an average of
those given previously. Microprobe results for
the minor rare-earth content are in excellent

IdeaL FomuLa: KCartr (Siror) (SiUO$) (CDF
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agreement with the reported wet-chemical
values. Since it was considered that, for very
low concentrations, wet chemistry is probably
more accurate than the microprobe, all such
values were accepted as given by Beny et al.
(L97L). Minor elements found in miserite from
other localities, such as Nb, Ti and Sr, were
searched for but not detected.

The corrected analytical sum for this new
composite analysis was 96.6 wt.%, somewhat
lower than ideal. Since a common feature of all
recent analyses of miserite from localities other
than Kipawa was the presence of fluorine, an
improved method of fluorine and chlorine
analysis for silicate minerals (S. Haynes, pers.
comm.) was applied to 500 mg of miserite. This
returned values of 2.O4 wt.Vo F and approx-
imately 12 ppm Cl. This in turn raised ques-
tions about the high-temFerature ignition loss
of l.l5 'ttt%o repofted by Berry et aI. (197L),
Several runs were made at lower temperatures
on finely-crushed 100-mg samples; all agreed
closely with an H,O content of O,55 wt,Vo,
bringing the final analytical sum for the Kipawa
miserite to 99.L9 wt.%o.

Since the present analysis for Kipawa mis-
erite was slightly different from that reported
previously, a new density determination was
made. Ten optically homogeneous grains weigh-
ing 15 to 25 mg were selected from the crushed
material, and replicate densities were determined
using a Berman balance with toluene as flota-
tion agent. The average of these determinations
was exactly the same as the previously reported
value, 2.926Q) gcm', with a range of 2.924 to
2.930.

The grains used in the density determinations
were then crushed and used to prepare powder-
diffraction specimens for both large-camera and
diffractometer work. In making the diffracto-
meter trac6, both silicon powder and a losal

TABI,E 2. INDL:xm PORTER DATA FOR }IISNRIT]

l(ipaa Arkarsst

tobs dobs
elc

r.rt. hkn r.t u dobs

100 75.42 15.57

\  7 .775 7 .7U
s 7.266 7.295

10 5.193 5.189
10 5.018 4.985
45 4.681 4.69r
5  4 .594 4 .608
I  4 .374 4 .383

15 4.175 4.168
35 3.887 3.992
50 5.469 3.471
45 3.357 3.352
80 3.179 3.!77
80 3.166 3.169
90 3.140 3.141
64 3.106 3.113
60 3.100 3.109
55 3.072 3.073
s7 2.922 2.922
25 2.a73 2.870
55 2.825 2.825
40 2 .776 2 ,7W
45 2.677 2.675
5 2.641 2.644
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0 5  a . 5 l  /  z . t I  I
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8 2.289 2.289
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4 2.L95 2.200
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74 -r22
74 -r-32
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56 050
50 022
47 300
54 330
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46 032
44 -150
44 -320
6 160

26 l-51
7 350

49 -4-L2
6 -250
6 410

10 400
6 430

6 070
3 560
5 -340
3 L52

22 0-6?
18 322

40 -2-r4
4 352
2 -520

40 -2-92
r.3 -182
2 541

24 -s42
I 6a)

50 1.589 1.585
1"0 1.564 1.563

3.744 3.r.40
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t.76L 1.760
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1.620 7.620
1.579 1.582
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,Data for nisdito fm Potsh Su1fir! Sprl.ngs, Arkosas (c.
Mlltm); d.atc fto! Dilly refltred ce11 (Tablo 3).

tcalculated BtnS P0WD-5 (Craak gllql. 1973) on tho basls of tho
lofined gtoctuto.

fluorite standard were used as internal stand-
ards in sepaxate runs. The low-angle portion of
the powder pattern for Kipawa miserite, con-
taining all the strong lines which could be in-
dexed exactly, is given in Table 2, together with
tbat obtei'ed for miserite from Arkansas by

TNBIE 3. RYSTAL DATA F{E MISERIIE

Kiparar Arkansc2 Yalutia3 Central Asi.a! Talssk Range!
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tffixs""i$i'c. MiLtm; sKmchenko E Bykova (1967); {Vztrw q !4o1wa (1960);
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0 . 4  0 . 6

si rs,92
A1 0.22
G 10.54
x^ 2.26

R.E.  1 .00

l '  o .s4
F 2 .04
0{ 46.01
.
x 2
z  0 . 8

C. Milton. The powder pattern for the Kipawa
miserite was indexed on the basis of Weissen-
berg photographs, and the resulting refined unit
cell is given in Table 3. When the powder data
of Milton were indexed to conform with the
Kipawa pattern, it appeared to be in substan-
tial agreement with the latter. Using these
known indices, refined unit cells were calsu-
lated for the Arkansas material and for ma-
terial from those Russian localities for which
suitable published powder data exist (table 3).
In spite of variations in analytical content for
miserite from different localities (fable 4), the
unit cells as calculated are all in fairly good
agreement.

'TABLE 
4. REDUCED .ANALYSiS AND Po$UI,AIED SI]E o@JPAl,lClES FoR MISEIuTE

liipee Arks$s Yalutj.a Cdrtdl Asia Ta16sk Range

El@t Atffi

before mounting the fragment on its terminal
crystal face to rotate about the prism axis. Weis-
senberg and precession photographs taken in
this orientation enabled the calculation of in-
dices for all bounding planes. The index (132)
was assigned to the fracfure surface after least-
squares calculations showed it to be the sim-
plest index approximating the actual plane.

Multiple-film Weissenberg pacls for levels

ing camera using Nifiltered CuKa radiation.
Precession films of levels ft01 and Ofrl and Weh-
senberg levels Oftl to 2kl were used to put the
data on a single overall scale. All films were
read on a split-beam densitometer, and the raw
intensities were corrected for Lorentz and
polarization effects and for qrol splitting
(both members of a doublet leing measured
wherever possible). A local version of the
Hamilton-Rollett-Sparks interscale program
(Hamilton et aL 1965) was used to reduce the
data to 3389 independent reflections (R"""1"-
0.026). Of these, 634 reflections rtere classified
as unobserved and included at half the average
film transmittance at the reflecting position. All
reflections were corrected for absorption using
the analytic program ABSCOR (Alcock 1970);
transmission factors ranged from 0.28 to 0.56.
Unobserved reflections were coded as less-thans
and not included in the subsequent refinement.
A Wilson plot of the corrected data set gave an
overall temperature factor of 1.55.#, and E-
statistics unambiguously indicated a centric
structure in space group Pi. As a point of cau-
tion, it is easy to mistake [101] for the principal
direction [100], since as a matter of coincidence
the two vectors have identical lengths in mis-
erite; choosing [101] would result in a close
approximation of a centred monoclinic cell
rather than the correct triclinic cell. ZeroJevel
Weissenberg photographs taken in either orienta-
tion are essentially the same; howeveq upper-
level photographs about [101] cannot be indexed
on rational axes.

Srnucnrnr DETERMTNATToN AND RernqnlvfBNr

A three-dimensional Patterson map showed
evidence of extreme peak overlap, especially
around the origin, and lailed to define uity patt
of the structure clearly. An early source of
confusion was the anticipation that the heaviest
atom would occupy a centre of symmetry, based
on the fact that tle rare-earth content coinci-
dentally equals exactly one atom in the unit
cell (Iable 4). However, attempts to locate such
a composite atom at a centre of symmetry could
not be reconciled with the Patterson (R-0.55).
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2.4\ 2.39
0.17  0 .05
0.51  1 .38
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F@!s!k @11 cmtmt: K:CaroSlrs0qr(GI,F)r

* I - su of all nino! at@ic species otlFr tl@ R.E.
r.lloes rct include zeolitic Ilr0.
r Mo* ftssl@ @1y*s are slightfy si1l.@-deficimt for @lo@

tilhi5 val@ is either €m@ or iaal@ts bolltically tralped F.

ExPERIMENTAL

A sharp pseudo-tetragonal prismo seen to be
free of twinning under the polarizing micro-
scope, was selected for subsequent data collec-
tion. The prism faces of the rod were well-
developed cleavage faces" and one terminal face
appeared to be a true crystal face, later deter-
mined to be (001); the opposite end, however,
was a relatively smooth, arbitrary fracture sur-
face. It should be noted that the cleavage direc-
tions as given by Berry et al. (I97L) are in-
verted, and correctly read {010} perfect and
{100} imperfect.

Crystal dimensions (Table 5) were measured

TABLE 5. CPJSTAL DIMENSIOI{S UgD FOR ABSORPTIO.I CMNECTIO{

d frm a cffidn origin (@)

100 0.0052
T00 0.0052
010 0.0052
0I0 0.0052
00r 0.0622
r32 0.0035
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Both vector-search and direct mettrods were
tried, but none of the major progran systems
available in the early 1970's appeared capable
of producing a structure which could be refined.
The correct structure was approached several
times, but no partial structure found would re-
fine below R=0.29 or produce an unambiguous
difference map.

T\e 1973 version of MULTAN (Germain
et al. t97I) successfully phased all 435 E-values
greater than 1.5, yielding an absolute figure of
merit of I.23 and a residual of 26,1, the highest
and lowest such values obtained from any run
to date. An E-map revealed what subsequently
proved to be the entire structure; at tle conclu-
sion of refinement all but two phases assigned
by MULTAN-73 were found to have been cor-
rect. Vectors between high peaks on the E-map
correlated well with peaks on the Patterson
map. The seven highest peaks on the E-map
were therefore assigned to Ca for an initial re-
finement cycle. However, refinement of these
positions, together with tliose of two silica
tetrahedra which could also be seen on the E-
map, would not reduce R below O.29. A differ-
ence map conputed at this stage proved im-
possible to interpret, but did indicate that sev-
eral of the heavy-atom assignments were defi-
nitely incorrect. It was tlerefore decided to
abandon the traditional heavy-atom approach
for this structure.

The two silica tetrahedra already found on
the .E-map were well-resolved and positioned
approximately in the centre of the cell, and it
was postulated that O atoms belonging to these
tetrahedra would form part of a polyhedral
framework for the heavier cations. Previous
workers had characterized miserite as a pyrox-
enoid having a structure related to that of
wollastonite (Kupriyanova & Vasileva L96I;
IJlyanova & Ilinski 1964). The theory that mis-
erite would have thtee-member tetrahedral
chains very similar to those of wollastonite was
supported by the fact that miserite has an
elongation axis of 7384 This was sufficiently
Close to tJae 7.324 repeat unit in wollastoniten
wfich is controlled by such chains (Prewitt &
Buerger 1963), that attempts were made to ex-
tend the two known silica tetrahedra into similar
chains. When these proved unsuccessful, a spe-
cial program, FINDOX (available from the
author on request), was written to locate poor-
ly resolved oxygen atoms in the E-map on the
basis of tentatively assigned Si sites, in the hope
of mapping the expected chains. It was imme-
diately obvious that the previously located
tetrahedra repreented parts of two isolated
SirOz groups, related by the centre of symmetry

at /z,Vz,,Vz. Potential Si sites were then chosen
from among the intermediate peaks of the Z-
map, and a chain pafiern was rapidly resolved,
resulting in the location o1 41 ls6aining O
atoms in the sifica framework. K and Ca sites
could now be correctly identified from their co-
ordination polyhedra (RE being treated as Ca
for the putpose of refinement). In two cycles
of least-squares refinement with isotropic tem-
perature factors, R fell to 0.18 for an asym-
metric unit content of KCasSirOp.

A difference map for tlis trial structure
showed'that all K, Si and O sites'were basically
correct in both position and occupancy. One
of the Ca sites, however, was significantly un-
deroccupied, and there were two extra strong
peaks in general positions as well as weaker
peaks at two of the centres of symmetry. The
underoccupied Ca site was reassigned to yttrium
(and R.E) with half occupancy. The two peaks
in general positions were assumed to represent
O(tD and F, given that reducing the analysis
(Table 1) to elements yields 46.01 O atoms
whereas only 44 are required by the silica tetra-
hedra. The two occupied centres of synmetry
were accounted for by placing a half-occupied
HrO oxygen at the origin and the excess Ca*K
(shown in the analysis) al 0,0,Y2. Three further
cycles, run with anisotropic thermal parameters
for K, Ca and Si, and isotropic oxygens' recluced
R to 0.089; the associated difference map in-
dicated that all atom assignments were correct
except for the rare-earth site.

Occupancy parameters and scattering factors
were adjusted in numerous subsequent cycles
of refinement. The origin site (designated as IIl)
was finally assigned to an IIO oxygen with
0.53(4) occupancy; the O,O,Vz site (designated
as Z), to a combination of 0.54(2)Ca*0.26(3)K
and the rare-earth site (designated as X), to all
otler minor elements. If 0.08 Al (total N-O.22
atoms) is included with the Si to produce exact-
ly 16(Si,A1), the sum of all minor atom species
becomes 1.98. A composite analytic scattering-
factor curye for this mixture, derived by non-
linear least-squares methods, was used to refine
the X-site parameters. The resulting occupancy
of 1,002(3) gave a perfectly flat difference map
in the region of that atom. Refinement of Si
occupancies in search of the small amount of Al
posh:lated above was less successful because of
high parameter correlations; there were, how-
ever, strong indications that the Al was con-
centrated in S(4) and Si(7), as might be ex-
pected from the slightly longer average bond
lengfhs for these tetrahedra Both these sites
occur in the same sfiain, and probably account
for slightly larger inter-tetrahedral angles in
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TA8I,E 6. FRACIIOI,IAL CMRDI]\IAIES AID ISOTROPIC
1EMPERAruM FACITRS FOR IlISRllE refined anisotropic thermal parameters in Table

7. The table containing observed and calcu-
lated structure factors for miserite has been
deposited with the National Science Library.*
Interatomic distances and angles are given in
Table 8.

DrscussroN

The crystal structure of miserite is controlled
by the nature and linkages of chains composed
of silica tetrahedra. There are two crystallo-
graphically independent sub-chains in the cell,
each extending parallel to c. These sub-chains
are linked together into SisOro double chains
across a pseudo-mirror plane in ac. Operation
of the T symmetry of the space group produces
a closed quadruple SiuOm composite chain, with
the c axis as its central axis. in which all tetra-
hedra share three corners. This type of chain
linkage was previously unobserved (Clark 1972,
p. Ll4). Its inter-tetrahedral SiO-Si bond angles
are listed in Table 9. The deviations of the com-
posite chain from ideal rnmm sylmfrretry are
slight, not exceeding 0.15A. The three-member
repeat unit of a single sub-chain is indeed similar
to that of wollastonite; however, when the
orientations of the tetrahedra are considered, it
much more closely resembles that of pectolite
@rewitt & Buerger 1963, fig. 5).

The pipe-like nature of the eight-membered
ring of the composite chain is clearly visible in
c-axis projection at each corner of the cell (Fig.
l). In 6-axis projection (Fig. 2), pipes adjacent
along a are seen to be displaced vertically by
exactly c/2, producing the large B angle of the
cell. Such a pair of pipes is cross-linked by 9-
coordinate K atoms, each of which is bonded to
six O atoms of the pipe in which it lies and to
three O atoms in the pipe adjacent along a
(Fig. 2). The perfect {010} cleavage of mis-
erite therefore must cut only four K-O and two
Si-O bonds per cell, in general travelling through
the void space of the pipes (Fig. 1). The {100}
cleavage, although it can also pass through the
pipes, requires the cutting of four Si-O, three
Ca-O and three X-O bonds per cell; it tends
tlerefore to proceed stepwise, alternating along
both directions, resulting in its somewhat im-
perfect and frequently stepped character. The
reason for the total absence of any other cleav-
age or parting direction is also clear from Fig-
ure 1.

sThis table is available, at a nominal charge, from
the Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, Na-
tional Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Can-
ada, KlA 0S2.
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1.22(10)
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1 .  r o t 5 J
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0 .77$)
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0 .73(6)
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0.5ss58(4s)
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0.15ess (44)
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0.32885(4s)
0.33692(39)
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0.11888(39)
0.2u73(44)
0.30029(49)
0.13s60(120)
o.26so2(r2l)
0.29881(r.39)
0.s0477(r41)
0.r70s2 (r.83)
0.29494 (LzO)
0.2009r.(112)
0.246s4(140)
0.29928 (U1)
0.19s90 (10s)
0.43929(r29)
o.274O8(r28)
0.r9$4(126)
0.s6477(L22)
0.13s38(121)
0.296r.e (r.41)
0.07440 (u0)
0.n145(13s)
0.27437 (L39)
0.3467(L34)
0.37394 (131)
0.0826s (r24)
0.03173(106)
0.46082 (10s)
0 . 0
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sl
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2rQ3)
"46(12)-r04(8)
-20(r0)
-45 (r0)

-rL7(n)
-4s (r.0)

-r.08(11)
-61(14)
21 (r.3)

.16(14)
-23(13)
-23(73)
-49 (14)
-22(13)

-r24(r4'
-446n
-19(40)

-163(3e)
55 (2s3)

this chain. Site refinements for O(II) and F
showed that each was fully occupied and that
there was little, if any, exchange.

The final R f.or 2755 observed reflections was
0.062. For all data, R was 0.071" with none of
the unobserved reflestions calculating at greater
than 1.5 times its input value. Throughout the
refinement Finger's (1969) least-squares pro-
gram RFINE was used, with bond length and
angle errors calculated by his linking program
BADTEA. Atomic scattering fastors used were
those given by Cromer & Mann (1968) for
ionizgd atoms, together with the anomalous
dispersion coefficients of Cromer (1965). Fiual
atomic coordinates are given in Table 6, and

-117(s3) -31(3)
226(29) -13(17)
78(18) 104(10)

-r.46 (24) r.39 (15)
69(25) 94(14)
78(26) m(r6l

105(26) s0(r5)
s(26) s4(1s)

-29 (30) 69 (19)
8(31) 91(1e)

85(31) 77(18)
16(30) 6s(t9)
46(30) 68(19)
37(30) . -18(rs)
-6(30) 46(19)
93(31) -8(19)

145(88) -1(48)
214(96) 107(57)
224(97) -r7(ss)
831(667) -U(330)

139(r8) 623(e5)
lsr(g) 69r(s7)
r8s(6) 78?(36)
131(8) 477(53)
81(8) 358(50)

172(9) 4os(53)
s8(8) 696(54)

15(9) 407(52)
r r / \ r 9  D / t o o J
8s (10) 2s3 (66)
73(10) 229(63)
70(t0) 330(63)
94(10) 345(69)

147(11) 106(621
117(10) 1e5(661
96(10) v9(62)

rs?Qn 600(162)
167(3r.) 864(192)
63(29) 1509(187)
47e(163) 3736(U49)
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Two side views of a single pipe, in each sase
normal to one of the vertisal pseudo-mirror
planes, are shown in Figure 3. The .rz view
presents a series of alternating four- and six-
membered rings of tetrahedra, shown paired
across a pseudo-mirror plane. In the yz view one

Di?fince opposite
rngle 

?ff"

sees an eight-membered repeating unit' simi-
larly paired across a second pseudo-mirror
ptane. the K atoms seen to lie within the pipe in
Z-axis projection (Fig. 1) in fact occupy the
eight-membered rings of Figure 3, in effect func-
fiening as part of the pipe wall. The geometric
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centre of each ring pair corresponds to an in-
version centre-to the origin (}Z site) in the
four- and eight-membered rings, and, to 0,0,t/z
(Z site) in the six-membered ring. These two
sites are ideally empty, but since the minimum
free-travel radius of the pipes is approximately
2.8A,,these sites are able t-o accepiieolitically-
sorbed water and K/Ca, respeciively. In the
refined structure, zeolitic water hali-occupies
the W site and is relatively strongly held- by
two bonds to K atoms (Fig. 2). Given that the
average rms thermal amplitude for this site is
0.3A, the H atoms of the water molesules are
undoubtedly disordered. If analyses of miserite
from different localities are converted to atoms
(on the basis of the data given in Table 3), it is
seen (Table 4) that there is alwavs an excess
of K and Ca over their ideal values of 2 and
10 atoms, respectively. The L2-coordrnate Z
site, at O,Oy2, is statistically occupied by all
excess K and part of the Ca, with an average
bond length to the pipe tetrahedra of. 3.22A.
Inclusion of this site in bond-valence calcula-
tions heavily oversaturates the bonding pipe
oxygens, but if this site is omitted from the cal-
culation, these oxygens resume their expected
value of 2. Therefore, it is suggested that this
Z site is ideally empty, that it is non-essential
to the miserite structural framework, and that
it.zeolitically sorbs the excess K present in all
miserite analyses.
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A unique feature of the miserite structure is
the presence of a pair of independent SigOz
groups, isolated from the composite chains.
Each group lies near the centre of the cell and
the two are related by the centre of symmetry
at l/z,Vz,Yz. In c-axis projection @ig. 1), the
two groups are seen in eclipsed conformation
facing each other across the cell centre, forming
two opposite corners of a narrow central chan-
nel.

The remainder of the cell is filled by col-
umns of edge-sharing Ca polyhedra, linked both
to the pipes and to the central Si"O" groups. As
a result of the operation of the symmetry cen-
tre at ,1/2,7/z,r/z o thete are only three unique
column types per cell; the repeat units of these
are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Within any
column, each Ca polyhedron shares an edge
with the ones above, below, before and behind
it. In addition, polyhedra about the 7-coordinate
calciums, Ca(l) and Ca(4), each share a dif-
ferent pair of edges with a single SirO, group.
This is illustrated for Ca(l) in Figure 4b. Be-
cause of these complex edge-sharing arrange-
ments among the Ca polyhedra and SLOz
groups, the central portions of cells adjacent
along a and c form an infinite slab, parallel to
the ac plane, which is linked to the silicon pipes
and falls between them in the D direction.

The slab composed of the Ca polyhedra and
SizOz groups forms a stable structural unit, the

coqposite cha:il.
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Frc. l. Perspective view of the miserite structure in c-axis projection. Two chain composites of silica
tetrahedrJ contain K atoms within the referetrce cell, and are here extended Yz cell above and below
the reference cell in order to emphasize their pipeJike nature (upper left and lower right cornent).
Note that the K atoms project Gide th. pipe boundaries and in effect forrr part ol lhe pipe walf.
A channel in the centre of the cel| is defined by Sirot groups (half visible at upper right a1d lower
left corners of the channel). The o(H) an'l F atoms, distinguished by their large - aaisotropic
thermal ellipsoids, form two columns iviihin tle cell, each situated betweeD a K-containing chain
composite and an Si2Or group.

anion matrix of which defines one 6-coordinate
virlual cation site per asymmetric unit. This site,
the X site, llss immediately adjacent to a some-
what sinuous open channel (radius -2.54)
roughly parallel to c, between the SizOz groups
in the centre of the cell (Figs. 1, 4b, 4c). In the
Kipawa miserite, this site is fully occupied by
rare earths plus other minor species, as shown
by the successful refinement of its site occu-
pancy using a composite scattering-factor curve;
site occupancy refinements also show that all
Ca sites in the slab are fully occupied by Ca.

The O(ID and F atoms form one edge of
each Ca(4) polyhedron, and hence serve to de-
fine one edge of the octahedron about each
virtual X site. Thus the O(II) and F sites al-
ternate with approximately equal spacing to

form linear columns parallel to c (Figs. 4a' 4d).
Each column is near the centre of what would
otherwise be a roughly pentagonal open chan-
nel (Fig. 1) and bonds across this channel to
Ca(3) (with o(ID) and Ca(5) (with D. Within
the columns the O(H) and F sites are ordered
and fully occupied. Either site has the potential
to form an O-H-O or F-H-O bond, approx-
imatelv 3A lons. to anv one of several O atoms
belonging to eit"fier the Siroz groups or the main
pipe walls. Interestingly enough, the oxygens
with such bond-forming potential are the most
undersaturated in bond-valence calculations;
howeyer, attempts to locate specific H sites on
the final difference map were unsuccessful. The
F atom has the highest isotropic temperature
factor of any slab site; at 23k it is almost
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Ftc. 2. Perspective projection of one end of the miserite cell normal to lhe ac plane, showing how
the composite chains are cross-linked by K atoms lying between them in this plane. The Z (0,0,0)
and Z (0,0,/z) sites within the pipes are illustrated with their coordinations to indicate !6!v filling these
sites can block the pipes and why the Vy site is restricted to anions. Note that K-W-K.Z-K .
forms a nearly perfect horizontal platre across this projection, determining the vertical shift of c/2
between adjacent pipes and thus the I angle of the cell.

twice the value of 1..5 found for the O(II) site.
Moreover, its anisotropic ellipsoid is elongated
in the direction of the shortest F-O distance,
possibly indicating a potential [OQI),F]-H bond.

There is no detectable O(H)-F interchange in
the Kipawa miserite, although the possibility of
a more hydroxyl-rich variety obviously exists;
for example, the Central Asian analysis shows
(OIL.t,Fo.es) in' the cell. Unfortunateln because
of the structural geometry of the O(II) and F

sites, conventional thermogravimetric analyses
for O(H) in miserite would automatically expel
both O(H) and F simultaneously from their
sites, yielding meaningless values for OQI) un-
less the total F content had already been de-
termined by other methods, as in the present
study. Thus reported values for O(ID and F in
miserite from other localities are likely to be
unreliable, especially in the case of the very
high F content for miserite from tle Talassk
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Frc. 3. The perspective view to the left, of one chain composite of silica tehahedra in yz projection nor-
mal to one of the pwudo-mirror planes of the pipe, shows the 8-membered ring pairs. To the right
is an xe projection of the same pipe, obtained by rotating the first by 90' around its vertical axis.
Tb€ unit cell is outlined to distineuisb the three-member repeat unit of an individual chain within
the compoeite. The origin falls at the geometric centre of the 4-membered ring pairs. Note that the
[101] face diagonals of the cell correspond exactly io lenEth with [1001.

Range (fable 4).
The miserite structure is a pyroxenoid de-

rivative, the structural framework of which is
described by the ideal formula KCar(Si0)
(Si.O'5XO}I)F (Z=2). As has been shown,
these major elements form a complete, self-
consistent framework of slabs and pipes, which
defines three types of virtual site. Given that
all available analyses of miserite from various
localities Clable 4) show a large number of
minor cations, including excess K and Ca,
which are non-essential to the structure, and
given also that there is virtually no replacement
in the structural framework itself, it may be
presumed that these minor cations form in ef-
fect a variable pool from which material may
be statistically distributed among the virtual
sites of a particular crystal. One of these sites,
the W site, is restricted to occupancy by anions
because it lies bet'reen two K atoms which are
capable of forming relatively strong bonds to

the site. In the Kipawa miserite, the W site was
found to be half-occupied by zeolitic HnO; it
has, however, equal potential for holding F or
variable amounts of F and HsO. Analogoug
restrictions require the X and Z sites to accept
only cations.

All the virtual sites are significantly easy of
access, the ll and Z sites via the large straight
corner pipes, and the X site via the oarrower
sinuous central channel. Bxcess K, found in all
existing analyses, is constrained by its size and
bonding properties to enter only the Z site, but
a cation of too small radius to lot- slalilizing
bonds to the walls of the pipe at the Z site
could nonetheless be trapped in a vacant X
site while moving down one of the central
channels. The miserite structure, in effect, func-
tions as a kind of atomic sieve, accepting and,
by the different natures of the virtual sites, po'
tentially sorting the minor elements which per'
colate through it. For example, the X site in
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the Kipawa miserite studied has been pre-
ferentially filled with yttrium and otber minor
species to tle exclusion of Ca-the Kipawa
carbonatite is known to display a local excess
of rare-earth elements (Aarden & Gittins 1974);
in this case all excess Ca occupies the Z srte.

A .

The average X-anion bond length in the Kipawa
miserite is 2.n3)t, almost the same as the Y-O
bond length in YgOs, and considerably shorter
than the average CaO bond length (2.4134) of
the Ca nolvhedra.

Tent{itiva site occupancies for other miseritc

Frc.,4. The repeat units of the polyhedral columns of the slabs are shown by a series of perspective
stces through the central portion of the structure, with z vertical and y horizontal, proceeding bom
one side of the cell to the other alotg a. The centre of symmetry at lzrYz,h is located between
48 and 4C. In 4.{ and 4D, centres of symmetry are located at tle midpoints of the shared edges
between equivalent polyhedra. Note that the SigO? groups share two different pairs of edges with the
two seven-coordinate Ca polyhedra; for example, the SizOz group sharing edges witl the Ca(1) poly-
hedron in 4B also shares its hidden edge-pair with the apex of the Ca(4) polyhedron to the left iL 4A.
The stars indicate the line of projection of the slices. running through O(1) in 4A and 48, and
pasling close to F (-xryrz) in 4C and 4D. Nrrmbered sites are for non-bridging oxygens of tle com-
posite chains. The shaded areas of 4B and 4C indicate the central empty channel. Acgess from this
channel to the RE site is particularly easy, since the Ca(2) octihedron oi an is completed by O(18)
and the Ca(3) octahedron of 48 bv OII.
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analyses are giyen in Table 4. These show that
the X site is generally fully occupied, whereas
the Z site is not. A cation filling an X site is
strongly held within an anion octahedron, but
without blocking subsequent motion through
the adjacent channel. Not only is a cation in a
Z site weakly held, but also the free passage
of cations through a pipe is hindered by filling
either Z or 17 sites: addition of cations or anions
to unfilled sites in a pipe therefore requires
that local occupants must move to equivalent
sites further along. The Russian analyses show
a general deficiency in Si and extreme variability
in F (Iable 4). This, together with the large
errors in the calculated cell volumes (fable 3),
renders exact site assignmenls impossible for
the Russian material. There is also a problem
with the density reported for Yakutian miserite,
which should more closely resemble that of the
Kipawa miserite given the great similarity be-
tween analyses and cell dimensions; It is prob-
able that digits have been transposed in the
original paper, and tiat a correct reading is
2.873 rather than 2.783; such a revision results
in a linear plot of density versus cell volume
for the first four analyses of Table 3.

CoNcLUsroNs

Earlier proposals of a structural sirnilarity
between miserite and xonotlite (e.g. Kupriyanova
& Vasileva 1961) are now clearly demonstrated
to be incorrect. The Si.O', double chain of
xonotlite may be considered as two parallel
wollastonite chains, cross-linked at every third
tetrahedron, with a 2-fold axis passing through
the bridging oxygens (Dent & Taylor 1956). The
analogous situation in miserite (Fig. 3, ye view)
has a pseudo-mirror plane replacing the 2-fold
axis such that even the half-pipe tetrahedra do
not have the xonotlite orientation; moreover, in
xonotlite'all inter-tetrahedral angles are approx-
imately 158o, much larger than those of mis-
erite. Finally, in the xonotlite structure, the
[CaOo]co polyhedral columns are arranged in
linear edge-sharing triplets, an octahedral col-
umn sandwiched between two columns of tri-
gonal prisms, resulting in a strong pseudo-
period of b/2=3.66A for the fibre axis which
is typical of all xonotlite derivatives. Such a
pseudo-period is not present in miserite, and
the arrangement of Ca polyhedra found in it
is totally unlike that of xonotlite.

Miserite bears no simple structural relation-
ship to any other known silicate. The basic
three-member repeat unit of a single chain with-
in a pipe-composite is clearly of pyroxenoid
type, the chain direction in the cell showing the
period of approximately 7.3A typical of such

structures. As noted previously, the simi'larity
of a single chain is closer to the chain found in
pectolite than to that of wollastonite. The in-
ter-tetrahedral angles for the pectolite chain
are 135.0o-l 47,8"-136.4' and the correspond-
ing angles for chain II of miserite (lable 9) are

TABLE 9. INTERTETRA}IEDRAL ANGI,ES IN IqISERIIE

Tetralredrcn Pair Anglo Affiliaticn

si (r.) -0 (4) -si (2)
si (3) -0(s) -si (4)
si (3) -0(10) -si(6)

si(3) -0(r.r.) -si(8)

si (4) -0 (13) -si (s)
si(4) -0(r.4) -si(7)

si(s) -o(r.7) -si(7)

si (s) -0(16) -si (8)
si (6) -0(1e) -si (7)
si (6) -o(22) -si(8)

151,5 '  Si^O- srouD
z  t -

l{1.0 interchain f.ink in yz

131.0 chain I*

737,2 chain I

143.1 chain IIt's

r .J5 .y  cna ln  I l

r+y.o cnann II

140.{ hterchair Lful< ia xz

140.2 htercluia link in xz

149.6 chain I

t Si(7)-Si(4)-Si(5) repeat lmit
e&Si(6) -Si(3)-Si(8) repeat unit

1 3 1.0 "-l 49. 6 o -I37 .2", whereas wollastonite has
the angles L4Oo-149o-L39o. The presence of
four such chains, related by pseudo mm sym-
metry about the pipe axis, and in which all
tetrahedra share three corner$, is, however,
unique. Addition of the isolated SLOz groups
clearly removes the structure from Zoltai Type
2e (multiple chains), rvhere it would otherwise
have been the only member, to become the first
known structure to occupy Zoltai TWe 5
(mixed types) (Zoltai 1960).
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